Abstract. In this paper, the author derives an O(h 4 )-superconvergence for the piecewise linear Ritz-Galerkin finite element approximations for the second order elliptic equation −∇ · (A∇u) = f equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions. This superconvergence error estimate is established between the finite element solution and the usual Lagrange nodal point interpolation of the exact solution, and thus the superconvergence at the nodal points of each element. The result is based on a condition for the finite element partition characterized by the coefficient tensor A and the usual shape functions on each element, called A-equilateral assumption in this paper. Several examples are presented for the coefficient tensor A and finite element triangulations which satisfy the conditions necessary for superconvergence. Some numerical experiments are conducted to confirm this new theory of superconvergence.
1. Introduction. Superconvergence is a phenomena in numerical methods that refer to faster than normal convergence for the approximate solutions arising from the numerical procedures. The research on superconvergence for finite element methods has been conducted extensively by many researchers over the last four decades. To the best of our knowledge, this phenomenon was first addressed in [14] , and the term "superconvergence" was first used in [6] . Since then, superconvergence has become to be an active research topic in finite element methods for partial differential equations; see [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and the references cited therein for an incomplete list of publications. An extensive bibliography on superconvergence was given in [13] , and many references for 3D problems can be found in [11] .
In this paper, we are concerned with new developments of superconvergence for the classical piecewise linear Ritz-Galerkin finite element solutions of the second order elliptic equations. The model problem seeks an unknown function u satisfying
in Ω, u =g, on ∂Ω, (1.1)
where Ω ⊂ R
2 is an open bounded domain with Lipschitz continuous boundary ∂Ω, and the coefficient tensor A ∈ R 2×2 is a symmetric, positive definite and constant matrix. The usual weak form for the model problem (1.1) seeks u ∈ H 1 (Ω) such that u = g on ∂Ω and satisfying (1.2) (A∇u, ∇v) = (f, v), ∀v ∈ H 1 0 (Ω).
where H 1 (Ω) is the Sobolev space on Ω consisting of L 2 -functions with squareintegrable first order partial derivatives, H 1 0 (Ω) = {v ∈ H 1 (Ω) : v| ∂Ω = 0} is a closed subspace of H 1 (Ω), and (·, ·) denotes the standard L 2 inner product in L 2 (Ω).
The Ritz-Galerkin finite element method for (1.1) is based on the weak formulation (1.2) by restricting the continuous Sobolev spaces into their subspaces consisting of C 0 -piecewise polynomial finite element functions. In the classical theory for the Ritz-Galerkin finite element method, the optimal order of error estimate in H 1 for the finite element solution is bounded by O(h) when linear elements are employed. This error estimate was well-known to be sharp. Any convergence with an order higher than O(h) in the H 1 norm would be considered as superconvergence. The goal of this paper is to derive an O(h 4 )-superconvergence error estimate for the finite element solution and the usual nodal point interpolation of the exact solution in H 1 and L ∞ norms. This result shall be established for uniform finite element partitions consisting of a particular set of triangles known as A-equilateral triangles. Briefly speaking, a triangle T is said to be A-equilateral if (A∇φ i , ∇φ i ) T = const for every shape function φ i of the triangle T . For the identity matrix A = I, a triangle is A-equilateral if and only if it is equilateral in the conventional sense.
We follow the usual notation for Sobolev spaces and norms [5, 8, 10, 9] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we first review the classical Ritz-Galerkin finite element scheme for the model problem (1.1) and then state the superconvergence result. Section 3 is devoted to a proof of the superconvergence error estimates in both the H 1 and L ∞ norms. In Section 4, we shall discuss the invariance of A-equilateral triangles under translation and certain rotation and reflections; these properties are essential for the construction of finite element meshes on which O(h 4 )-superconvergence is possible. In Section 5, we report some numerical results to confirm the O(h 4 )-superconvergence developed in Section 3. Finally in the Appendix section, we state and prove the well-known Euler-Maclaurin formula which plays an important role in the superconvergence analysis.
The Ritz-Galerkin Finite Element Method and Superconvergence.
In this section, we shall briefly review the classical Ritz-Galerkin finite element method for the second order elliptic problem (1.1).
Let T h be a finite element partition of the Ω consisting of shape-regular triangles. Figure 2 .1 illustrates a uniform finite element partition for a rectangular domain constructed as follows: First, the domain Ω is partitioned uniformly into n × n rectangles; Secondly, each rectangle is divided into two triangles by its diagonal line with a positive slope.
Denote by S h the finite element space consisting of C 0 piecewise linear functions; i.e., where P k (T ) stands for the space of polynomial of total degree k ≥ 0 or less. Denote by S 0 h the subspace of S h consisting of finite element functions with vanishing boundary value; i.e.,
, denote by w I ∈ S h the usual interpolation of w by using the Lagrange nodal basis.
The following is the well-known Ritz-Galerkin finite element scheme for the second order elliptic problem (1.1) based on the weak form (1.2): Find u h ∈ S h such that u h = g I on ∂Ω and satisfying
(Ω). Thus, it follows from (2.1) and (1.2) that we have the following orthogonality
The above equation is also known as the error equation.
For each triangular element T ∈ T h , denote by φ i,T (i = 1, 2, 3) the usual shape functions with value 1 at one of the three vertices and 0 at the other two. An element T is said to be A−equilateral if there exists a constant α T such that
The finite element partition T h is said to be uniformly A−equilateral if there is a constant α such that The finite element partition T h is said to be uniform if any two adjacent triangles that share a common edge form a parallelogram. The rest of this paper will assume that T h is uniform and the coefficient tensor A is a constant matrix.
The following is the main result of this paper regarding superconvergence for the finite element solution of the model problem (1.1).
Theorem 2.1. Let u h be the Ritz-Galerkin finite element approximation arising from (2.1) and u I be the nodal point interpolation of the exact solution of (1.2). Assume that the finite element partition T h is uniform and that the elements in T h are uniformly A−equilateral. If the exact solution is sufficient smooth such that u ∈ H 5 (Ω), then there exists a constant C satisfying
Moreover, one has
The error estimate (2.6) shows that the Ritz-Galerkin finite element solution is super-convergent to the exact solution at the rate of O(h 4 | log(h)| 1 2 ) when measured at the set of vertices in the maximum norm. Likewise, the error estimate (2.5) implies a superconvergence of order 4 in a discrete H 1 norm for the finite element approximation u h .
3.
A Proof for Theorem 2.1. In this section we shall provide a proof for the superconvergence given by Theorem 2.1. To this end, for any triangle T ∈ T h with vertices V 1 , V 2 and V 3 ordered in the counterclockwise direction, denote by |T | the area of the triangle T and n the unit outward normal direction to ∂T . Let ϕ j the shape function associated with the nodal point V j which assumes the value 1 at the vertex point V j and 0 at all other two vertices V k for k = j(k, j = 1, 2, 3). Denote by ij the edge V i V j as well as its length (i, j = 1, 2, 3). Denote by n 1 , n 2 and n 3 the unit outward normal directions to the edges 23 , 31 and 12 , respectively, see Figure 3 .1 for an illustration. Denote by t 12 , t 23 and t 31 the unit tangential directions along the directions Let φ i,T be the shape function corresponding to the vertex V i . As functions increase the most rapidly along their gradient directions, we then have
where ∇φ i,T is the Euclidean norm of the vector ∇φ i,T . We claim that
In fact, denote by M ∈ 12 the endpoint of the perpendicular line segment passing through V 3 (see Figure 3 .1). Let H be the length of the segment M V 3 . From the definition of the shape function φ 3,T we have
which, together with 12 H = 2|T |, gives rise to (3.2). The relation (3.2) can be extended to other two edges to give
Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.1) yields the following result.
Lemma 3.1. For any T ∈ T h with vertices V i ordered in the counterclockwise direction, the following identities hold true:
The following lemma provides three identities which are very useful in the superconvergence analysis. Proof. To prove (3.5), from the usual integration by parts we have
From the definition of the shape function φ 3,T , it is not hard to see that Hence, we have from Lemma 3.1
.
Analogously, we have
Combining the last two identities with (3.8) gives This completes the proof of (3.5). The other two identities (3.6) and (3.7) can be proved in a similar fashion, and the details are omitted.
Denote by e h = u h − u I the error between the Ritz-Galerkin finite element approximation u h and the nodal point interpolation u I of the exact solution u. From the error equation (2.2) we have
Using the divergence theorem and the fact that ∇v is a constant vector on each element we obtain
where I j are defined accordingly.
For simplicity of analysis, we shall focus on the treatment of the first term (3.11)
in the forthcoming mathematical derivation; the other two terms can be handled by using the same method with minor and straightforward modifications.
Note that v ∈ S 0 h can be represented by using the shape functions φ i,T on each element T ∈ T h . For simplicity of notation, we shall drop the subscript T from the notation of the basis functions. Thus, on the element T we have
It follows that
which, together with ∇φ 1 + ∇φ 2 + ∇φ 3 = 0, gives
Substituting the above into (3.11) yields Now substituting n 3 = −2|T |∇φ 3 / 12 into (3.12) gives (3.13)
Furthermore, we apply the Euler-Maclaurin formula (6.1) to the line integral
12
(u − u I )ds to obtain Now substituting (3.15) and (3.16) into (3.14) yields, Similarly, we can derive the following identities: Combining the last two gives rise to the following estimate
for all v ∈ S h 0 . In particular, by setting v = u h − u I we arrive at
which implies the superconvergence error estimate (2.5).
Since u h − u I = 0 on ∂Ω, there holds
It follows that the superconvergence estimate (2.6) in the maximum norm holds true. 
For the coefficient matrix
it can be easily calculated that
Thus, the reference element T is A-equilateral if and only if a 11 = a 22 = a 11 + a 22 − 2a 12 , or equivalently,
The coefficient matrix A is thus given by A = α 1 0.5 0.5 1 .
Example 2.
Our second example is concerned with an element T with vertices V 1 = (0, 0), V 2 = (1, 0), and V 3 = (x 0 , y 0 ), where y 0 = 0. We claim that T is A-equilateral if and only if In fact, the element T is linked to the reference element T through the following linear map:
A straightforward calculation shows that ∇φ i = S −T ∇ φ i . It follows that
Thus, from Example 1, the triangle T is A-equilateral if and only if
which is equivalent to (4.2).
Example 3.
In the third example, the triangular element T has a generic position with vertices V i = (x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, 3. We claim that T is A-equilateral if and only if Note that the element T can be transformed to the reference element T through the following affine map:
A straightforward calculation shows that ∇φ i = S −T ∇ φ i . Thus, we have
From Example 1, the triangle T is A-equilateral if and only if
which gives rise to (4.4).
4.4.
Invariance of A-equilateral elements. Let T be a triangular element with vertices V i = (x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, 3. T is said to be a translation of T if there exists a point (x * , y * ) such that T is given by the set (x, y) + (x * , y * ) for all (x, y) ∈ T . This translation shall be denoted as T = T + (x * , y * ). For example, in Figure  4 .1 the triangular element T = ∆V 1 V 2 V 3 is a translation of the reference triangle Proof. The Example 3 shows that T is A-equilateral with A∇φ i · ∇φ i = α if and only if A = S A α S T , where S and A α are given by (4.5) and (4.6). As the matrix S is translation invariant and A α is fixed, the same representation then holds true on T . It follows that T is A-equilateral with the same value α.
Assume that the element T is A-equilateral with value A∇φ i · ∇φ i = α. We would like to know among all the triangles that share vertex V 1 with T , which are also A-equilateral with the same value of α. For simplicity, we shall consider the case of T = T with α = 2. From Example 1, the matrix A must be given by
LetT be an arbitrary triangle that sharesṼ 1 = (0, 0) with the element T . Without loss of generality, we may assume the other two vertices ofT are given byṼ 2 = (x 2 ,ỹ 2 ) andṼ 3 = (x 3 ,ỹ 3 ). IfT is also A-equilateral with value α = 2, then from Example 3 we must have
A-equilateral triangles generated by the reference triangle T = ∆V 1 V 2 V 3 through translation, rotation and reflections.
It follows from (4.7) that (det(S)) 2 = 1. Furthermore, a tedious calculation can be performed to show that the matrixS can only take the following values:
As illustrated in Figure 4 .1, the first value ofS corresponds to the original triangle T = ∆V 1 V 2 V 3 , the second gives the triangle ∆V 1 V 7 V 6 , the third one yields ∆V 1 V 3 V 4 , and the last one gives us the triangle ∆V 1 V 6 V 5 . A finite element partition with the superconvergence as described in Theorem 2.1 must be formed by any subset of the elements in Figure 4 .1 through translations with various values of (x * , y * ) that gives a valid computational partition of the domain.
5. Numerical Tests. In this section, we report some numerical results that confirm the superconvergence established in Theorem 2.1 for the Ritz-Galerkin finite element solutions of the second order elliptic model problem (1.1). The Ritz-Galerkin finite element method was implemented on uniform finite element partitions consisting of uniformly A-equilateral triangles. In our numerical tests, the exact solutions are taken as u = sin(x) sin(y) and u = cos(x) cos(y), respectively. The right-hand side function f is computed to match the exact solutions.
Our first numerical example was conducted on the unit square domain Ω = (0, 1) 2 .
The model problem has the coefficient tensor A = 2 1 1 2 . The finite element partition was constructed so that it is uniformly A-equilateral. Tables 5.1 6. Appendix. In this section, we shall derive the Euler-MacLaurin formula that plays a crucial role in the superconvergence analysis for the finite element solution of the second order elliptic problem. As the Euler-MacLaurin formula can be found in most standard textbooks, the presentation of this formula is merely for self-completeness of the mathematical analysis. 
